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Abstract 
A class of simple delay systems. described by a fmt-ordcr, 
autonomous, differential equation with a time &lay, is 
shown in this paper to be able to simulate or produce 
continuous-time chaos. A set of conditions is postulated 
for such systems to behave chaotically. A sinusoidal delay 
function is given as an example to illustrate the system. 
1. Intraludon 
Deterministic chaos is an interesting subject of dynamic 
systems and has been widely studied during the last two 
decades. Many mathematical models and experimental 
systems have been developed to simulate or produce 
chaos. It has been recognized that at least three degrees of 
fteedom are required to model chaotic behaviors. Third- 
order, autonomous, continuous-time system, therefore. 
have the possibility to behave chaotically. To simulate or 
produce chaos with a second-order, delay-free, differential 
equation, a forced term must be introduced, which d e s  
the system nonautonomous. Fit-order. delay-&. 
continuous-time systems can not exhibit chaos whether 
the systems are autonomous or nonautonomous, because 
the systems contain only one or two free variables for 
autonomous or nonautonomous case, respectively. 
Many systems are found to have time delay. The presem;c 
of time delay increases system complexities. A first-order. 
autonomous, continuous system, when containing a time 
delay that introduces infinite dimensions, may behave 
with complicated dynamics such as bifurcation and chaos. 
Since Mackey and Glass studied the oscillation and chaos 
in physiological systems by first-order differentid-delay 
equations in 1975 [l], there has been an increasing 
interest in delayed chaotic systems [2-6]. Chaotic 
behaviors of a first-order differential equation with a 
Mackey-Glass delay function were studied by Farmer [2], 
Fowler and Kember [31 and Tian and Gao 141. Lu and He 
observed chaos in a first-order, differential equation with 
delay for a piecewise linear delay function [5]. A class of 
simple delay systems, described by a first-order, 
autonomous. continuous-time equation with a time delay, 
is employed in this papex to model and produce chaotic 
behaviors. A set of conditions will be postulated for this 
type of delay system to behave chaotically. 
Thestructunofthesystemconsideredcanbemodcledby 
the following delay differentiddifference equation: 
(1 )  
Tbe system contains an exponential relaxation term -x and 
a nonliaear delay feedback tamm,x,d with an adjustable 
parametap and a time delay r. E, a small dimensionless 
parameter, represents the ratio of the relaxation time to 
the delay tim. ThC system behaviors depend on the 
nonlinear function f and the timc delay 7. This type of 
system was studied by Fanner 121, Fowler and Kember [31 
and Tian and Gao [4] for the case that the nonlinear delay 
function is Mackey-Glass equation [ 11: 
The system &.scribed by equations (1) and (2) behaves 
chaotically with certain values of the parameters p ,  c and 
'c, sayp = 2, c = 10, c = 1 and E <  1. 
&i = -x + f ( p,x,, ) . 
f ( p , x ) =  p x l ( l + x C ) .  (2) 
It has been obsetved by the authors that the simple delay 
system (1) behaves with complicated dynamics when the 
nonlinear delay function f satisfies the following 
conditioos: 1) fTp,x) is defined o v a  -00 5 x rj +- and is 
continuous for all x;  2)Ap.x) is odd, suggestingffp,O) = 0; 
3) j@,x) is bounded bgM,  i a  &,x)l< M; 4) &,x) 2 0 
f o r x  > 0; 5 ) f i x ) + C  2 0 as x + - ,  where C i s  a 
constant. 6) 3 r1 > 0 such t h a t f i , ~ )  is monotonically 
increasing for 0 c x c rl ; and B , x )  takes its maximum 
value f- at x = rl; 7 )  3 rz > r1 such that &,x) is 
monotonically decnasing for r~ < x < rz and rz > f-; 8) 3 
x' =ma, rl< x' c rz. such that x <&J) for 0 < x < x' 
and x >fi,x) for x > x'; x" is an equilibrium point of the 
system and 9)  !ff@,xE)I > 1 and !f'(p.x:)I > 1. 
Conditions 4) to 7) imply the existence and uniqueness of 
the equilibrium point f for x > 0. 
Chaos may be produced for the s y e m  (1) by adjusting the 
parameter p and/or time delay T in the delay function 
fi,nt- ). The systems studied by Fowler and Kember 
[3], Tian and Gao [41 and Lu and He [SI are special cases 
of the system (1) in which the delay functions have the 
properties stated above. Another example is introduced in 
the next section to demonstrate that continuous-time 
chaotic behavim can be simulated or produced by the 
fht-order differentiddifference system with a time delay. 
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3. An Example of the Simple Delay Systems 4. Conclusions 
Consider the following delay function: 
p sin x, l x l l x  
i o ,  else f ( P . X )  = (3) 
where p 0. f @ , x )  meets all of the conditions postulated 
in  the last section for certain p.  Introducing the delay 
function into the differential-difference system (1) yields: 
Take E = 0.05 and the time delay z = 1 as an example. The 
system can be solved by numerical integration for any 
given initial condition over the time interval [-T, 01. l h e  
initial condition is assumed to be constant equai to 0.01 
over [ - ~ , 0 ]  for simplicity. The integration step is set to be 
0.001 time unit. The equation (4) is numerically solved for 
various values of p to illustrate the effect of the parameter 
p on the system dynamics. For each specific p ,  the first 2 x 
IO4 steps are discarded to allow the trajectory to fall to the 
system attractor. The system state, x ,  is recorded each 0.03 
time unit. A typical system response x( t )  is depicted in 
Figure 1 forp = 3.14. The complicated dynamic behaviors 
of the system can be clearly observed from the figure. 
ri-=-x+psinn,, . (4) 
Spectrum analysis was performed for the time series, as 
shown in  Figures 1,  to confirm that the system behaviors 
are chaotic. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) was 
imposed on a selected set of time series data over IO5 
integration steps. Figure 2 shows the power spectrum of 
the system state, x( t ) ,  versus frequency. The spectrum has 
a continuous, noise-like, broad-band nature. The spectrum 
also contains spikes at frequency of about 0.53 cycles per 
time uni t  and other frequencies, indicating the 
predominant frequencies of the system state. This type of 
noise-like spectrum as shown in Figure 2 is a common 
characteristic of chaotic systems. Therefore, the simple 
delay system (4) is chaotic for the specific p and T. 
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Figure 2: Spectrum of x( t )  versus frequency 
In addition to the sinusoidal delay function discussed 
above, other delay functions satisfying the conditions 
stated in section 2 may result in chaotic dynamics when 
combined with system (1). Two typical examples are 
Mackey-Glass equation (2) [I-4] and the piecewise linear 
function discussed by Lu and He [SI, as mentioned 
previously. The following delay functions, equations ( 5 )  to 
(7), are given to justify the above statement without proof 
due to the space limitation: 
Ixl< 1 I 2  
f (p ,x)= p[sgn(x)-x], 1 / 2 ~ x ~ 1  ( 7 )  !R else. 
Time delay, which increases system complexities, has 
been shown to result in complicated chaotic dynamcs in 
some cases. A class of simple delay systems modeled by a 
first-order, autonomous, continuous-time, differential 
equation with a time delay may be used to simulate or 
produce chaos. A set of conditions has been postulated for 
the delay system to behave chaotically. Chaotic behaviors 
can be obtained by adjusting the delay as well as the 
parameter in the nonlinear delay function of the system. A 
delay system example with a sinusoidal delay function has 
been analyzed and demonstrated with simulations. 
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